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Not necessary to build a $3.5 billion Container Terminal 2 (RBT2) in the Fraser River estuary
The Boundary Bay Conservation Committee (BBCC) respectfully submits this letter outlining a winwin option for Canada’s west coast container business. Complete and correct information reveals that
growth in Canada’s west coast container business can be accommodated without spending tax dollars
on infrastructure to destroy globally-significant habitat for endangered salmon, endangered Southern
Resident Killer Whales, and declining populations of migrating Western sandpipers of the Pacific
Flyway.

Susan Jones
Director: BBCC
The Boundary Bay Conservation Committee (BBCC) was established in 1988 to enhance public
awareness of the Fraser River delta and estuary. We have worked with other conservation groups to
obtain protection and recognition for this world class ecosystem
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It’s Not necessary to build a $3.5 billion Container Terminal 2 (RBT2) in the Fraser estuary
It is not necessary to dredge and fill the Fraser River estuary for a man-made island the size of 250
football fields1 for a new container terminal that will permanently disrupt the Fraser River ecosystem
destroying globally-significant habitat for millions of migratory birds and endangered salmon, as well
as endangered Southern Resident Killer Whales (SRKW).
It is not necessary to congest and pollute Vancouver, and the lower mainland of B.C., for the Roberts
Bank Terminal 2 Project (RBT2) that will cause job losses at existing container terminals and squeeze
out Vancouver’s export businesses that rely on bulk shipping, not containers, to get Canada’s exports
to markets.
The Roberts Bank Terminal 2 Project (RBT2) is not in the public interest as it is of questionable value
to Canada’s economy and devastating to Canada’s globally-significant Fraser River estuary. A highly
flawed environmental assessment has been underway since 2013. Statistical evidence shows that
Canada’s west coast container business can grow for decades without RBT2.
The following topics outline the lack of correct and complete information in the Roberts Bank
Environmental Assessment Statement (RBT2 EIS) and provide documented statistics and information
proving that Canada’s west coast container business demand can be met without RBT2.
1. The RBT2 environmental assessment fails to disclose faster growth at Prince Rupert
2. The Port of Vancouver’s lowest container business forecasts are not being realized
3. The Port of Vancouver has enough container business capacity without RBT2
4. Canada’s west coast container business capacity demands can be met without RBT2
5. Only 10% of Vancouver’s import laden containers are for the Lower Mainland
6. Growth in the container business is import containers from Asia bound for the U.S.
7. RBT2 EIS fails to provide data or sufficient information to support a business case for RBT2
8. RBT2 EIS fails to disclose that Vancouver container exports have been flat since 2011
9. The Port of Vancouver is sending out misinformation
10. It is not true that Vancouver-bound containers will have to be re-routed through US Ports
11. Review Panel refused to consider container business capacity at the Port of Prince Rupert
12. Change in scope after 5 years negates public input, and censors important information
13. Review Panel process banned consideration of Report by transportation experts
14. There is no oversight on Port’s claims
15. Insufficient information on economic impacts & concerns of significant job losses with RBT2
16. Port of Vancouver wants taxpayers to fund RBT2 and squeeze out the Port’s own tenants
17. Cost to Taxpayers is $3.5 billion and counting
1. RBT2 EIS, Table 4-1, Volume 1, Section 1, Document # 181, Scrolled page 54/206
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1. The RBT2 environmental assessment fails to disclose faster growth at Prince Rupert
The west coast container business is expanding more rapidly at the Port of Prince Rupert than at the
Port of Vancouver. Prince Rupert container business has grown at a Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 8% over the past 5 years compared to a CAGR of 2.6% at the Port of Vancouver. The Port
of Prince Rupert is one sailing day closer to Asian markets; is less congested than Vancouver; and has
a shorter rail time to eastern centres due to less rail congestion.
2. The Port of Vancouver’s lowest container business forecasts are not being realized
Even the lowest container business forecasts by the Port of Vancouver are not being realized. Over the
8 years of environmental assessment, the Port of Vancouver has downgraded their forecasts several
times while the Port of Prince Rupert has scrambled to build capacity to meet demand.
In 2006, the Port of Vancouver’s lowest forecast for 2020 was 4.7 million TEUs. The actual for 2020
was 3.47 million TEUs (2019 was 3.40). So, the lowest forecast for 2020 was out by 1.2 million TEUs.
That is half of the 2.4 million TEUs the Port claims it needs with RBT2.
The following graph shows the faster growth rate at the Port of Prince Rupert. Statistics are from the
ports’ websites. (Referenced at the end of the document) i

A TEU is a twenty-foot container equivalent unit.
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3. The Port of Vancouver has enough container business capacity without RBT2
As expansions are planned and underway at Vanterm and Centerm container terminals; and as
upgrades are continuing at Deltaport, there will be sufficient capacity for the Vancouver area container
business for the next two decades. Vancouver container capacity can reach 5.85 million TEUs without
RBT2. At the current Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 2.6%, it will take the Port of
Vancouver 20 years to reach that capacity. At that point, if it is ever reached, it is doubtful if the
congested Vancouver area could handle any more containers.
4. Canada’s west coast container business capacity demands can be met without RBT2
The following graph compares the Port of Vancouver’s statistics with published information on
expansion projects planned to meet Canada’s west coast container capacity demand. It shows that
ongoing and planned expansions can meet future capacity demand without dredging and filling the
Fraser River Estuary for a massive, man-made island. The Roberts Bank Terminal 2 Project (RBT2) is
a huge Project - costly not only in dollars ($3.5 billion) but also in irreparable environmental damage
to the Fraser River estuary. The Table for this graph is on the next page.

References:2
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5. Only 10% of Vancouver’s import laden containers are for the Lower Mainland
The RBT2 Project is planned to accommodate import containers from Asia. Only 10%3 of the import
containers are for Vancouver and the Lower Mainland.
6. Growth in the container business is import containers from Asia bound for the U.S.
The main growth in Vancouver’s container business is to funnel import containers from Asia, through
Canada, to the United States. Statistics 2015-2018 show that 23.5% of Vancouver container imports
are US bound.4 Recent news claims it is as high as 35% which accounts for all business increases.5
7. RBT2 EIS fails to provide data or sufficient information to support a business case for RBT2
The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) does not provide data, tables or references on the Port of
Vancouver container business. Four graphs purport to show forecasts and west coast container
capacity but there are no data or tables. One graph, purporting to show that forecasts have proven
accurate, uses an out-of-date report from 2001. There is reference to an Ocean Shipping Consultants
Report, 2016, to support capacity numbers, but no specific page numbers or data are referenced.6
5

8. RBT2 EIS fails to disclose that Vancouver container exports have been flat since 2011
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9. The Port of Vancouver is sending out misinformation
In the news and in a Newsletter, April, 2021,7 the Port of Vancouver states without RBT2, “farmers,
producers and businesses will have difficulties shipping commodities.” This makes no sense as
Vancouver’s container exports have been flat since 2011. The Port of Vancouver should be focusing
on bulk shipping which is the real backbone of Canada’s economy. Instead, the Port is squeezing out
Vancouver businesses for container space. The Port continually buys up real estate and profits by
utilizing taxpayers’ assets of 1,500 hectares of land and 16,000 hectares of water lots.
47%8 of the Port’s very lucrative business income is from the container business so the Port
exaggerates the need for more container capacity and bullies export tenants with higher rents and
threats of not renewing leases.9
The April Newsletter also contains misleading information with two extraordinary graphs purporting to
show that the $3.5 billion RBT2 Project is needed and that Canada’s west coast ports will run out of
container capacity without RBT2. No statistics or specific references are provided.
The first graph shows that Canada’s west coast container business, without RBT2, is limited to a
capacity of 6 million TEUs until 2060. (A TEU is a twenty-foot container equivalent unit.). The Port omits to
include ongoing planned expansions in Vancouver and at Prince Rupert that will provide a capacity of
10 million TEUs by 2030, if needed, without destroying the Fraser River estuary for RBT2.
Both Port graphs show unrealistic, high forecasts which is astonishing considering that the Port of
Vancouver’s lowest forecasts for the past 20 years have not been realized.
10. It is not true that Vancouver-bound containers will have to be re-routed through US Ports
The Port of Vancouver repeatedly states that if RBT2 is not built, containers bound for the Port of
Vancouver will have to be re-routed to the US West Coast due to shortage of capacity. This is not
accurate, especially considering that the opposite is true. 23.5% of inbound containers at the Port of
Vancouver are US bound. As documented above, the west coast container business will have
sufficient container business capacity without RBT2.
11. Review Panel refused to consider container business capacity at the Port of Prince Rupert
The Review Panel of the Roberts Bank Terminal 2 Environmental Assessment is on record as formally
refusing to allow oral submissions to the Public Hearings on the Port of Prince Rupert.10 The Review
Panel would not consider evidence that the Roberts Bank Terminal 2 Project is not needed because the
Port of Prince Rupert, combined with Port of Vancouver, has the capacity to handle significant growth
in the west coast container business for decades.
From the outset of the environmental assessment of the Roberts Bank Terminal 2 Project (RBT2), it
was the understanding of the public, and the Proponent, the Port of Vancouver, that the Port of Prince
Rupert, as well as the Port of Vancouver, serve the purpose of meeting Canada’s west coast container
business demand.
The statistics provided in the RBT2 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) address the west coast
container business, not the container business of the Port of Vancouver. Furthermore, the RBT2 EIS
stated ‘Purpose’, ‘Rationale’, ‘Objectives’ and “Alternative Means’ are presented as meeting west
coast container business demand, not Vancouver area demand.
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Hundreds of submissions to the RBT2 proposal opined that the container business at the Port of Prince
Rupert had shipping advantages over the Vancouver area; would not cause the same traffic congestion
and pollution; would provide employment opportunities in an appropriate community; and would
cause less environmental degradation.
12. Change in scope after 5 years negates public input, and censors important information
After 5 years of environmental assessment, and 4 months prior to the Public Hearings, the Review
Panel announced a convoluted interpretation of CEAA 2012 and claimed it would not consider the
option of the Port of Prince Rupert. Changing the scope after years of assessment is a wrongful act by
the Impact Assessment Agency. It is illogical to assess RBT2 in terms of only the Lower Mainland
when the EIS information and stated purpose of RBT2 is to meet the west coast container business
demand.
13. Review Panel process banned consideration of Report by transportation experts
By refusing to appropriately consider RBT2 in terms of container business capacity on Canada’s west
coast, the Review Panel assessment failed to consider a government-commissioned report from three
independent transportation experts who advised that:
“…policy makers develop container capacity in Prince Rupert before making investments in Vancouver”
…and further that: “…a systematic approach be taken to achieve an understanding of port capacity
before a conclusion is reached that a particular port must necessarily be larger.”11

14. There is no oversight on Port’s claims
The Port of Vancouver presents port operations as being limited to 85% of maximum capacity. This
raises questions because engineering requires incorporation of limiting factors in the initial assessment
of capacity, not after the port capacity has been calculated. If the Port of Vancouver cannot operate to
capacity, then it is another reason to question the efficiency of Vancouver area ports. In 2015, the
Fairview Container Terminal at the Port of Prince Rupert operated over capacity.
“Fairview’s original capacity was 500,000 TEUs annually, although effective management and an efficient
workforce enabled it to reach 776,412 TEUs in 2015”12

There has not been an independent review of the Port of Vancouver’s statistics on the viability of
RBT2. In January, 2019, the Port made a presentation to the Review Panel claiming an independent
review but it turned out the reviewing company and the company that authored the Port reports had the
same owner.
As mentioned above, the Port of Vancouver has not submitted specific data, tables, and statistics.
Furthermore, the RBT2 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) did not provide a feasibility study or a
cost/benefit analysis, a standard requirement of credible business proposals.
As the Port of Vancouver is a government agency, the Government of Canada should be demanding a
higher level of assessment than it would for a private company. Unfortunately, this is not the case as
expressed in numerous submissions from the public. In fact, submitted concerns about government
agencies in Ottawa withholding information and reports are being ignored.13
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15. Insufficient information on economic impacts & concerns of significant job losses with RBT2
The International Longshore & Warehouse Union – Local 502 submitted concerns of job losses
resulting in unemployment in the transport sector and revenue losses in local communities:
“…it is our submission that this will result in very significant job losses for longshore workers and
hundreds of millions of dollars of lost wages and lost inputs for the community of Delta, in particular.
This will be coupled with tens of millions of dollars of lost Federal, Provincial and municipal tax
revenues.”
“We take this position RBT2 or any similar project that has the potential to cause serious economic harm
to our workforce and to our community.”

The Union further stated insufficient information on the social and economic impacts and a lack of real
data:
“We ask the panel to extend deliberations if you are unable to fully understand and quantify the
economic and social impact of RBT2 until such time as you have sufficient and reliable data to fully
determine whether or not RBT2 will have serious economic and social impacts on longshore workers and
the community of Delta.
Simply put, RBT2 make no sense if on the one hand the construction of the project is found to be
environmentally sound while the actual operation of the terminal causes significant job loss and harm to
the community and the larger economy”14

16. Port of Vancouver wants taxpayers to fund RBT2 and squeeze out the Port’s own tenants
Originally proposed in the early 2000s, to date there is no private sector company willing to bid on the
$3.5 billion RBT2 Project. RBT2 will be the costliest port expansion in Canadian history.15
Instead of considering the best options for Canada’s west coast container business, the Port of
Vancouver continues to promote RBT2, inferring this government agency will build RBT2 itself. As a
result, the tenants of the Port of Vancouver will become the Port’s competitors disrupting Vancouver’s
transportation operations and existing employment.
17. Cost to Taxpayers is $3.5 billion and counting
Taxpayers will be expected to pay the $3.5 billion cost and let the Port of Vancouver utilize public
assets. Even if foreign investment is secured, taxpayer dollars will be required to fund millions in
related infrastructure and mitigation measures. Tax dollars will be required to fund road and rail
upgrades which will cause further congestion and pollution in the lower mainland.
Taxpayers have been funding the Asia-Pacific Gateway and Corridor Initiative for decades. In 2015,
the federal government announced $16.5 million for transportation infrastructure projects in B.C:
“To date, the Government of Canada has invested close to $1.4 billion in APGCI infrastructure projects.”16

The recent Deltaport Terminal Road and Rail Improvement Project and Truck Staging Project cost
taxpayers $18.3 million. Now the Port of Vancouver wants taxpayers to pay $3.5 billion to destroy
Fraser River estuary globally-significant habitat to funnel import containers from Asia, through
Canada, to the U.S.
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